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0,nu TETEVISION TR,OUBIE SHOOTING BY PHITCO

presenls o simplified, procticql, convenient
procedure, which results in fost, efficient,
dependqble service.

o The ruie of this method mearui that L seryiceman

can shoot the trouble in a television receiver with
an absolute minimum of time and work.

o This procedtrre muy also be used to real advantage

in teaching logical, standardized, television trouble-

shooting techniques.

o The PHITCO method constinrtes a thorough and

carefully planned rouble-shooting system.

HFpHA?AqD testing wastes tine and often
causes the seniceman to ovedook obscure circtrit
troubles. =t) 
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The BASIS of oll effective television trouble

shooting merhods is

FIR,ST

GenerulLocalization of the Trouble to a,

single section of the television receiver.

SEGOND

Isolation of the Faulty Section within the

television receiver.

THIR,D

Location of the Defective Part within the

f""lty section.



lhe PHILCO method of television trouble

shooting boses its onalysis of rhe equipment

upon functionql unifs.

A television receiver is reduced to the followitg

functional sections:

Power Supply

Sound

-

RF

Picture

Sweep

This analysis by functional sections enables a

serviceman to appty his full knowledge to televi-

sion receiver systems as L whole, regatdless of

rnake or model.
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The PHILCO merhod occomplishes GENERAL

IOCAIIZATION OF THE TROUBLE ro o single

section of the relevision receiver by

o An examination of specific operational

indications, particulady picnrre Presen-

tation-or by

o A few checks at specific Major Test

Points throughout the receiver.

'i
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The PHILCO method cccomplishes

OF THE FAUTTY SECTION in q
rsotATroN

television
receiver by

o A series of tests at specific Key Test Points

within the entire receiver.

The PHILCO merhod occomplishes IOCATION

OF THE DEFECTIVE PART in one section of a
television receiver by

o Simple voltage and resistance measurements.

AY'
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TETEVISION TROUBTE SHOOTING BY PHILCO
presents o logicol method
of servicing televisioh.

An operational check gives normal indications. $Zhen an indica-
tion is abnormal" such a check can usu ally point out the functional
section at fault.

A test chart systematically localizes the trouble, if the operational
check alone is not sufficient, and it also isolates the trouble to a
specific circuit. This chart is a part of the PHILCO .fest-Point
Method, which is basic to PHITCO television procedure. In this
method, test points are indicated on an over-all schematic and on
corresponding sectional base layouts.

Major Test Points, indicated by ^ numeral within ^ star

( e , Q , Q , etc.), are used to localize trouble to each func-
tional section. A normal indication at such a point may clear
a, large block of circuits from further suspicion of trouble.

Kev Test Points, indicated by ? letter within 
^ 

black disc

( C, g, O, etc.),areusedtoisolatetroubleto afaulty
circuit. Then, voltage and resistance measurements of the com-
ponents within the isolated stage can locate the defective part.

The PHILCO Visual-Analysis Method supplements the Test-Point
Method. Practically all the troubles which occur in a television
receiver cause abnormal indications, either on the picture tube or
from the loudspeaker, or in both sources. Careful visual examina-
tion of the receiver performance may often localize the trouble to
a specific section, without following through the complete Test-
Point Method.

Supplementary aids Lre available, when they seem necessary.
These aids include:

Special alignment notes and chart, and
A functional block diagram.

The function of this course is to teach a basic method of servicing
television receivers through the use of systematic trouble-shooting
procedures.

o

o

o

o

o
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fi tElEvrsroN BR'AD.A'TTNG T'DAY

Thir introductoly lesgon giver you generct intorrnation lhal you must trnow eorly in the study of televiclon. ll includer
nsteriql about the chsnnels used, lhe typer ol tranrrnlssion, the odvcnlcaee and dlradvsnloges in lhe ure of higb
hcguency, qnd FCC stqtion cresignmenlt.

FRE9UENCY BANDS

-Two frequency bands have been assigned to
television broadcasting. Both of these bands ate
consider ably higher in frequency than the normal
broadcast band. The lowlr band of the two is
from 44 to 8E mc., and the other from 174 to
216 mc., as presented in figure l. Channels I to 6
inclusive are in the 44-to-88 mc. band, as follows:

You will notice that there are two gaps in this
band. The space from 50 to i4 -.-. h", been
assigned for amateur radio operation, and the
lpace from 72 to 76 mc. has been assigned either
for fixed or mobile operation. The channels in
the band between 174 and 216 mc. are numbered
from 7 to 13. These channels are as follows:

Channel No. I frequency

54 to 6O mc.

76 to E2 mc.

82 to 88 mc.

Channel No. I frequency

174 to 180 mc.

l8O to 186 mc.

186 to 192 mc.

192 to 198 mc.

198 to 2O4 mc.
2O4 to 210 mc.

210 to 216 mc.

AMATEURI ssizsftl

CARRIER FREQUENCY-

^-l^ FrxED. AND __\ \67eS MOBI.LE t1,25 8d
PICTURE

SOUND
EDUCATIONAL AND

COMMERCIAL FM
Gov"T cHANNELS ETc.

I
I
t
I
I

174

CHANNEL
I

CHANNEL I CHANNEL
213 CHANNEL

4
CHANNEL

5
CHANNEL

6

CHANNEL 
IcHANrueu ICHANNEL IcnnNNer- lcnnrruer- lcnnrrreu Icnar.rNer-

66 72
LOW-FREQUENCY BAND

RRIER

r9

.l^ E ! g .t_ to .!^ n _! iz--l- iJ---lt80 tg6 - lg2 tgg 204 '- AO ,e 
216

HIGH.FREQUENCY BAND

ALL FREQUENCIES SHOWN IN MEGACYCLES
l.O MEGACYCLE = tOOO KTLOCYCLES

FCC-APPROVED ALLOCATIONS AS OF JULY 1945

t

Figure l. Television Ghonnelt
TP.40tt
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Both the sound and picture signals are trans-

mitted within the limits of the 6 mc. channel.

The picture signal occupies approximately 5.75

hc., and the sound signal, always at the high-
frequency end of the channel, occupies approxi-
mately .25 mc. The sound signal is FM, and the

picture signal is AM.
High-frequency bands are used in television

because of the relatively wide band of frequencies

required in each channel, in order to transmit the

sound and picture signals. The use of high fre'
quencies, however, confines transmission Prac-
ticatly to line-of-sight, thus limiting the service

area of the transmitter. For this reasonr the aerial

of the transmitting station must be as high as

possible. The receiving aerial must also be high

enough to clear surrounding objects - 
usually

eight or ten feet above a roof - if a satisfactory

signal is to be received over the greatest distance

possible. High-frequency signals cannot be trans'

mitted through such solid objects as a mountain

or a building. This fact must be taken into con-

sideration, in deciding how far satisfactory trans-

mission can be obtained. Even under excellent

conditions, satisfactory reception is usually limited
to less than 75 miles.

An efficient method of rclay is the only way

of covering great areas with Programs of natiorral

interest. At the present time, two relay methods

are being used. One is coaxial line, which is being

used experimentallyr with special television equip'

ment, to link Washington and New York. Though

this relay method apPears to be sound technically,

there has not yet been time to show whether its

use will be widespread. The other method, be-

coming more and more popular every day, is the

use of relay links rvhich oPerate without atten'

tion. These links have trvo uses-one is for trans-

mitting remote pick-ups to the main transmitter,

and the other is for relaying Programs between

stations. A relay station is used almost daily in
transmitting programs from New York to Phila'

delphia. This link is located at Mount Rose,

New Jerseyr a vety high sPot which is about

halfway between the two large cities. See this

location in figure 2.

FCC PIAN OF CONTROL

The FCC has divided the counry into 140

metropolitan districts for the assignment of tele-

vision stations, with the provision that stations

will not be allowed to transmit on the same chan'
' nel unless they are at least 150 miles aPart. This

means, for example, that since UlPTZ in Phila'
delphia transmits on channel 3, stations in New

York would not be allowed to transmit on this
Same channel. Flowever, stations in Boston would

be allowed to use the channel, since Boston is

much more than 150 miles from Philadelphia, as

the crow fies. (Use 6gure 2 to Prove the fore-

going statements.) In addition, stations closer
than 75 miles will not be assigned adjacent chan'
nels, unless public interest or necessity warrants
such assignment. The characteristics of high'
frequency transmission make interference verY
unlikely under these conditions.

These same provisions limit to a total of seven

the maximum number of stations which may be

essigned in any one area. This limitation means

that a television receiver will, therefore, be able

to receive no more than seven stations in any
one area. As an example, the seven channels that
have been assigned to New York are chann els 2,

41 5171 9, 11, and 13. It would seem at first as

if stations in this area have be'en assigned adjacent

channels. But a check of the channel line-up will

,f
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Figure 2. FCC Plon for Slolion Allocolions

show you that there is actually ^ separation of
4 mc. between channels 4 and 5. This separa-

tion is sufficient to prevent interference. A chart
illustrating this fact is shown in figure 1.

Vith such provisions already made for the
control of television, it is quite natural that many

applications have been received for the construc-
tion of television stations in most of the largest
cities throughout the United States. These per-
mits have either been granted akeady, or they
will be granted in the very near future. Such
development points the fact that, as an industry,
television has an almost limitless future.
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TEST QUESTIONS
for

LESSON 1

Check (Vt os lrue (Tl or fqlse (Fl each of lhe following slofements:

l. One television band is much lower in frequency than the broadcast band .

e..

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

r0.

il.

)2.

There are six channels in the low band and seven in the high band

Two gaps, used for speciol purposes, appear in each band . .

The picture signal requires more band width than does the sound signal

Sound signals are always at the high-frequency end of the chonnel

The sound signol is AM, and the picture signal is FM '. . .

Line-of-sighi transmission and reception are a natural result of the use of high frequencies

The aerial of the transmifting station and the receiving aerial must hove a clear sPace

betweenthem. . . . .

Satisfactory recepfion is usually possible only in distances under 75 miles . .

Reloy links represent an efficient means of extending television to distanf points

ln a felevision sense, the FCC has divided the United States info 140 metropolitan districts

Television stations in Philadelphia and Boston may transmit on the same channel, since these

cities are more than 150 miles aparf

13. The FCC oflen assigns channels which are adiacent in frequency to stations which are less

fhan 75 miles apart .

No one area may have more than seven television stations assigned to it

Reception of more than seven stations from any one location is often possible

t4.

r5.

4
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THE TELEVISION PICTURE

Thb lessoa erplcdns lhc television picture lor you by first presenting the developnenl ol the pich,ue qnd then relctlng
Its means ol hosmisslon The maleriql lncluds c 'liscussion ol brecrling q picture into itg elenents; sc-'uting; lhc
number ol t.*'ea edch recond; lhe conposlte video rignal; snd lhe systems of trcnsmission, wilh the problems tbsy
csecto qnd lbclr effect on lho deslgn oI lhe receiver.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PICTURE

PART I

In radio broadcas,hg, a microphone is used to
convert sound impulses into electrical impulses
during the transmission of a sound signal. At the
rcceiving sd, the ear actually hears only one
sound at any one instant. In television, the cam-
era tube is used to perform the necessary task
of changing varying shades of light into electrical
impulses. The transmission of a television picture
is more dificult than the transmission of sound,
because the human eye sees the entire picture
and its many variations of lighting at the same
instant. To offset this difficulty, there must be
:rn atrangement for the conversion of each varia-
tion of shading into an electrical impulse. For
this re:uon, when a television picture is trans-
mitted, it must be broken up into its thousands
of elementHach element representing an elec-
trical impulse. The function of the transmitter
is to divide the picture into these elements and
to transmit them. The receiver reassembles the
elements in the same sequence in which they
were transmitted.

PICTURE ELEMENTS

Figure 3 shows a scene that is separated
elements similar to those in a television picture.
The elements in this illustration consist of evenly
spaced dots. The quality of a picture will depend
upon the number of dots, or elements, per square
inch. The illustration in figure 3 consists of a
picture of about 70 lines. Vhen a picture of this
type is viewed from a distance, the dots blend
into a complete picture. As a result, it becomes
impossible to see the individual elements. Vhen
this picture is being transmitted, each dot is trans-
formed into a pulse of electricity. In television,
a picture is made up of 525 lines, or elements, in
the vertical direction, and approximately 7OO lines
in the horizontal direction. If the picture is viewed
at a closer distance than 2 or 3 f.eet, its make-up

Figurc 3. Slruclurc of o Piclure Divided
lnlo Elemenls

is cleat-that is, the lines composing the picture
are distinguishable. A person with normal vision
will be at the right distance to view a television
picture, if he allows approximately one foot of
viewing distance for each inch of picture height.
If a person's vision is defective, the viewing dis-
tance will vary, of course, accorditg to individual
conditions of sight.

ASPECT RATIO

Years of experience have taught the motion pic-
ture industry that a ratio of, 4 units of length to
3 units of height is most satisfactory for human
vision. The dimensions for the television picture

into
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also follow this plan. This ratio of 4 to 3
is called "aspect ratio." The adoption of
this aspect ratio makes it possible to use

motion picture films in television broad-
castingr without loss of any portion of the
picture.

SCANNING

The actual breaking down of the televi-
sion picture into pulses of electricity is
done by means of scanning the scene with
an electron beam from a cathode-ray tube.
At the television broadcast station, the
electron beam changes each element into
an electrical pulse whose intensity corre-
sponds to the shading of the scene. The process
of exploring the scene with a cathode-ray spot,
which traces each line from left to right, is called
ttscanningrtt because the breakdown of the picture
is done in much the same manner as a person
would read, or scan, a written page. In reading, a
person starts at the upper left-hand corner and
reads a line, and then his eyes return rapidly to
read the next line. This return movement is much
more rapid than the actual reading of the preced-
ing line. fn television, the function of the electron
beam is like that of the human eye-except, of
course, that the beam moves at a terrific speed,
with the return time much shorter than the actual

picture-information scanning line. The scanning
beam, which develops the picture, moves down-
ward in the same manner as a personts eyes move
downward in reading a written page. The picture-
tube spot moves back and forth constantly across
the screen at the same time that it progresses
downward. This continuous movement traces out
a picture made up of parallel lines. The sPot
forming the picture moves continuously at such
a great speed, that it gives the picture the aPPear-
ance of having been formed instantanecusly. This
rectangle formed by the sPot is called a "raster.tt

A diagram of scanning is illustrated in figures

D

Yerllcol Relrace

AEAE

B
I
2

---|--_

3

4
5

6

D

A. Horizonlol Spot

F
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4A and 48. In figure 4A, the scanning line starts
at A in the middle of the picture and scans a half
tine to B. The spot then returns from B to C to
start the second line. The slope from A to B is
greater than the return from B to C. This difrer-
ence in slope indicates that the speed from B to C
is much greater than that from A to B. The
A-to-B tine contains the picture information, and
the line from B to C is the retrace, or spot return,
which is always blanked out. The even lines are
traced out in a 2-4-6 succession, until they reach
the bottom of the field at point D. Approximately
24O lines, plus a half line, have been scanned at
the time the spot reaches D. The scanning from
A to D, an action which is called a "fieldr" takes
place n l/60th of a second. The returrr of tlia
spot to the top of the raster at E is sfarted et
point D in figure 48. By the time the spot has
reached E, 262yz lines have be€n completed. The
action of the horizontal oscillator, remaining in
oPeration during the vertical retrace, causes the
zigzag pattern. The scanning of the odd-numbered
lines, starting at E in figure 4A, begins next.
From E, the odd lines (1, 3,5, etc.) are filled in,
until the spot has moved to the bottom of the
raster at F. Further reference to figure 48 again
shows the retrace from F to A, which completes
one picture. The completion of the picture formed
by both the odd and even lines-an action which
is called a "frame"-has taken place in l/3oth of
a second. This system is called "interlaced scan-
ningt' because only every second line is scanned
in each field.

In television or motion pictures, when as many
as 15 complete pictures per second are presented
to the eye, the rate of motion appears emooth in
moving objects. There is, however, another factor
which must be taken into consideration. If the
picture is of normal brightness, it must be re-
peated at a much greater rate than 15 times per
second, to overcome objectionable flicker. As in
motion pictures, the whole operation of television
is based upon the ability of the human eye to
retain an image for a short time after it has been
removed from view. The standard number of
frames per second is 24. Motion-picture photog-
raphy found that if each frame, or picture, is
exposed twice, thereby giving two exposures for
each picture, the eye could not distinguish any
change in light. This discovery has eliminated
flicker. fn television, this exact procedure is not
possible, but the same effect is obtained by the
system of interlaced scanning which traces one-
half of the picture at a time.

The repetition rate of complete pictures is

standardized at 3O per second, primarily because
30 is a sub-multiple of the 60-cycle a.c., com-
monly used in this country. This relationship
eliminates many of the difficulties that would
arise, if motion-picture standards were also used
for television. One example is that this standard
eliminates the necessity of an abnormally large-
sized filter in the power supply.

COMPOSITE VIDEO SIgNAt
The nature of television transmission demands
that the transmitter and receiver remain in syn-
chronization at all times. fn order to achieve this
synchronization, the FCC has specified the type
of signal that must be used for accomplishing the
requirements of the television picture. Figure 5
shows a diagram of this signal, called the "tele-
vision synchronizing waveform.tt The diagram
presents a graph of the voltage changes and of
the sequence in which these changes must be sent,
in order to attain a 525-line, interlaced-scanning
picture.

A sawtooth voltage, applied to the horizontal-
defection circuits at the picture tube in the re-
ceiver, moves the spot horizontally across the face
of the tube. The movement of this spot traces
each line. The timing of the start of this saw-
tooth voltage is determined by the horizontal-sync
pulses of the television synchronizing waveform.
A second sawtooth voltage, applied to the vertical-
deflection circuits, moves the spot downward at
the rate of 6O fields a second, during the time that
the horizontal sawtooth voltage is moving the spot
horizontally. The timing of the start of each field
is determined by the vertical-sync-pulse interval,
as shown in figure 5. The receiver is so designed,
that, when it receives the composite video signal,
it will separate the picture information from the
synchronizing signals. In turn, the horizontal and
vertical synchronizing signals will be separated,
and then they will be fed to the horizontal-defec-
tion and vertical-defection circuits, locking these
circuits with the transmitter.

Part A of figure 5 illustrates the manner in
which the modulating voltage is divided. Approxi-
mately 75 per cent of the entire voltage amplitude
is used for the picture signal, and the remaining
25 per cent is for the synchronizing pulses. Note
that the black level, or maximum black, in the
picture is reached at 75 per cent above zero car-
rier, and the maximum white at about 15 per cent

7
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Figure 5. Television Synchronizing Woveform

above zero carrier. The 25 per cent of the carrier
above the black level is used for sync purposes.
This part of the carrier has no efiect on the pic-
ture, because it is in the blacker-than-black section
of the modulation. In part C of figure 5, the dia-
gram of the picture signal between the last two
horizontal pulses is that of a picture signal chang-
ing gradually from white through gray to black,
and then back again through gray to white. This
action represents a changing d-c voltage which is

in proportion to the shading. A study of part C,
figure 5, also reveals that the horizontal-sync
pulse has a front and back porch, occurring at
the blanking, or black, level. The purpose of this
porch is two-fold: to prevent the sync from occur-
ring at different times for different picture con-

tent; ar.d also to blank out the return of the spot

at the completion of each line, so that this return
will not interfere with the picture.

At the end of 262/2 horizontal sweeps, 24O

of which are visible, one field has been formed.
The picture-tube spot has moved to the bottom
of the raster because of the action of the vertical-
deflection circuits in the receiver. The spot must
now be blanked out and returned, in its blanked-
out state, to the top of the raster. The television
transmitter sends a signal which will operate the
vertical-deflection circuits of the receiver, thrrs

determining the moment when the next field is

to start at the receiver. The picture information
is blanked out at the transmitter during a period
of approximately 17 lines. This action compen.
sates for the differences in blanking and spot-
return times between various receivers. As you

8
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LESSON 2

A IS INTEGRATII'IG ACTIOiI AT R€CEIV€R FOR ISi FIELD
B IS INTEGRATING ACTION AT REC€ryER FOR 2ND FIEI-O
C lS INTEGRATING ACTION AT RECEIV€R Uslt{c EqJALIZI.IG RJLSE

picture inforrnation. This picture signal imposes
definite conditions for the effective reproduction
of pictures.

As the spot sweeps across the face of the tuh,
it it irs a picture consisting of approximately
480 visible lines. Although there are 525lines in
each frame, only 480 lines actually contain pic-
ture information. The rest of the lines are blanked
out during the return of the spot for each field.
If we consider the spot diameter as covering one
picture element and the picture as being 4/3 as

long as it is high, there are approximately &O
elements in each horizontal line. The horizontal
elements are not sharply defined, as in rr D€ws-
paper half tone, because light changes cannot take
place instantaneously. Multiplying the number
of vertical lines by the number of horizontal
elements shows a possibility of 3OOTOOO picture
elements in a single frame. Inasmuch as 30 frames
are transmitted per second, a maximum of
9r00OrOO0 picture elements must be reproduced
per second, if good picture quality is to result.
The most difficult picture to reproduce would be
a checkerboard composed of alternate black and
white squares, the size of the picture-tube spot.
See figure 7 f.or an idea of one line of this checker-
board and the fundamental frequency response
necessary to reproduce the signal. Since a black
element is a voltage change in the positive direc.

Flgurt 6. Thc PurposG ol Equolhh, tr*",
atready lcnow, the transmitted signat must atso
synchronize the horizontaldefection circuits of
the receiver in a way that must not be disturbed
by the transmitting of the vertical-sync signal.
For this reason, the vertical-blanking pulse is ser-
rated-that is, broken up into pulses wider than
the horizontal-sync pulse, but of twice the fre-
quency. See figure 5, part A, marked as the
vertical-sync-pulse interwal. The serrations are
such that the horizontal-deflection circuits in the
receiver can synchronize on every other serration
of the verticd-sync-pulse interwal. Frgure 5, part
A, also shows that a series of equalizrng pulses is
sent, at halfJine interwals, both preceding and
following tfie vertical-sync-pulse interwal. The
purpose of this series is to have these pulses
immediately preceding and following the vertical-
sprc-pulse intervat the same for each field. A
comparison of parts A and B of fig,tt 5 will show
tlrat the equ alizng pulses begin on a half line
for one field, and on a whole tine for the next
field. This difrerence between the fields is suffi-
cient to cause improper interlace, unless equaliz-
ing pulses are used. The action that woutd take
place at the receiver, if equalizing putses were not
used, is itlustrated in figure 6.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE NECESSARY
FOR A.9UALITY PTCTURE

The most important part of the composite video
signal, of counse, is that part which makes up the
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LESSON

tion and a white element is a change in the nega-

tive direction, one complete cycle obviously is

necessary f ot'each black and white element. There-
fore, production of the entire 9,000,000 black
and white elements each second would require

voltage changes at the
or 4.5 mc. per second.
quency is transmitted,
use of a receiver that
or pass, 4.5 mc.

rate of 4,500,000 cycles,
Vhen this maximum fre-
its reception demands the
is also able to reproduce,

PART II
TRANSMISSION OF THE PICTURE

In the United States, the standards for the video
signal require that a decrease in light intensity
ciuse an increase in radiated Power. The chief
advantage of this polarity of transmission is the
fact that interference is much less noticeable, be-

cause noise pulses will cause dark sPots' rather
than white spots, on the picture-tube screen.

In order to understand the reason for 'some

requirements in the receiver, you must also under-
stand the conditions placed uPon the receiver, by
the system of transmission in use. There are three
possible systems of transmission:

1.. the double-side-band method;
2. the single-side-band method;
3. the vestigial-side-band method.

Radio broadcasting employs a double-side-band
method of transmission, with a channel l0 kc.
wide. In this system, the modulation varies 5 kc.
either side of the carrier, with identical informa-
tion in each side band. This same method of
transmission was also used in the initial stages

of television. The carrier and both side bands
were transmitted. In the process of detection, one

side band is always eliminated, and the informa'
tion in the other is amplified and fed to the pic'
ture tube. fn this system of transmission, with a
6-mc. channel, the maximum video frequency that
can be transmitted is 2.5 mc. See figure 8. The
quality of the picture is poor, under these circum'
riancer. Vith television developed as it is today,
freguencies as high as 4.5 mc. must be trans'
mitied, in order to obtain a Picture of high
guality. Under the earlier system of transmission,
i channel space of approximately 1O mc. would
have been required to transmit video frequencies
up to. 4.5 mc. It is obvious that such a channel
width would reduce the number of stations that
could be accommodated in any one television
band.

For this reason, it was necessary to establish a

system which would be more saving of channel
space. Although a single-side-band method of
transmission is able to accommodate the greatest
number of channels in the television frequency
spectrum, this method is really impractical, be-

cause of the characteristics of the side-band filter
that must be employed at the transmitter. The
use of this filter introduces serious phase shift
that results in a blurred image on the picture
tube at the receiver.

The present system, which overcomes the prob-

, lem of phase shift encountered in single-side-band
transmrssron, is rcally a compromise between
double-side-band and single-side-band transmis'
sion. This method conveys the information con-
tained in the entire upper side band and part of
the lower side band. Figure 9 gives an illustration
of this method, called the "vestigial-side-band."
Though the method would overemphasize the
lower frequencies, as can be seen from a study
of figure 9.{, this overemphasis, which, inciden-
tally, is a very important consideration in the
alignment of the television receiver, is comPen'
sated for at the receiver. The radio frequency
and the intermediate stages of the receiver are
adjusted to reduce the amplification of the lower
frequencies arriving at the receiver. The resPonse

is reduced at a linear rate, 1.25 mc. above and

3.25 |.C __, --r F o.?3r,rc

TP-ao2l

Figure 8. Double-side-bond Television Channcl
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LESSON 2

below the carrier frequeaficf t so that the response
of the receiver is reduced 50 per cent at the
carrier frequencyt as compared with the over-all
amplification. This reduction is illustrated in fig-
ure 98. Adjusting the response of the receiver
in this manner gives the video signal, as fed to
the picture tube and receiver, a flat response,

{rom 25 cycles to 4.5 hc.r over the required
band pass.

THE USE OF FM FOR SOUND

In the early days of television, the sound and
picture were received separately. The sound used
amplitude modulation at that time, in contrast
with the frequency-modulated signal used today.
As recently as 1941, plans were being made to
use a receiver for the picture alone and to repro-
duce the sound separately by means of the r"g,rl"t
broadcast receiver. For this re.$on, prewar push-
button receivers had one push button set lside

for television sound. fn the television receiver,
the sound signal was fed to an oscillator whose
signal was radiated and, in turn, was picked up
by the broadcast receiver. The push button on
the broadcast band and the converter in the tele-
vision receiver were tuned to a frequency some.
what below the low-frequency end of the broadcast
band-usually at about 50O kc.-because it was
necessary for this frequency to be at a point
where there were no stations operating. The re-
cent adoption of FM for the transmission of sound
has made it impossible to use the broadcast re-
ceiver in this way. The television receiver is now
complete unto itself, since it reproduces both the
picture and the sound. The use of FM has resulted
in better tonal fidelity and in freedom from inter.
ference-both man-made and atmospheric. In
addition, the economy of using a broadcast re-
ceiver for sound becomes negligible in comparison
with the actual advantages to be gained frbm the
use of FM.
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TEST QUESTIONS
for

LESSON 2
Check (Vl qs true (Tl or folse (Fl
eqeh of the following siolements:

l. The camera tube changes varying shades of light into electrical impulses

2. A felevision picture does not have to be broken up into its elements at the iime it is iransmitted

3. A television receiver is able to reassemble the elements of a piciure, though not necessarily
in fhe order of their transmission

+. The quality of a television piciure depends upon the number of elements per square inch

5. The aspect ratio employs four unifs of horizontal length for every three units of height

6. Motion-picture films can be proiected for felevision without losing any part of the picture

7. The confinuous movement of the picture-tube spot across the screen fraces the patfern of a

television picture .

A raster is the rectangle formed by the movement of the picture-fube spot

fhe same effect as giving two expos-Scanning one-half of a television piciure at a time has

ures for-each picture in motion-picture photography

A complete television picture is produced in l/30lh of a second

Since every line is scanned in sequence, the system is named interlaced scanning

A field is fhe scanning of one set of lines in I /30+h of a second

A frame is the pari of a television picture completed in l/601h of a second

The transmifter and receiver must be synchronized at all times

15. A 525-line, interlaced-scanning picture is now standard

16. Two separate sawtooth voltages move the picture-tube 'spot aooss the face of the tube, both
horizontally and vertically .

the picture by extinguishing the elec-

About 75 per cent of all the voltage ampli+ude is employed for the synchronizing pulses, fhe
remaining 25 per cent being for the picture signal

Maximum black in a television picture is reached at approximately l5 per cent above zero

carrier, and maximum white at /5 per cent

Since the 25 per cent of the carrier used for synchronizaiion is the blacker-than-black seciion,

it has no effect on the picture
21. Approximately Z62t/z horizontal sweeps are necessary to move the spot io the bottom of the

circuits determines the22. The transmission of a signal capable of operating the vertical-deflection
start of each tield at the recerver

17. The blanking pulse keeps the spot from interf ering with
tron spof durrng refrace periods'

t8.

r9.

20.

23.

24.

raster

The vertical-blanking pulse is serrated, so that the -synchronization 
of the horizontal-deflection

circuits will not be i,ttrrbed by the transmission of the vertical-sync signal

A series of equalizing pulses is sent before the vertical-sync pulse interval, but not after the

interval

25. Equalizing pulses begin on a half line for one field and on a

26. All of the 525 lines in each frame contain picture information
of 9,000,000 pi.trr. elements27. Effective picture quality at times necessitates the reproduction

per second

Zg. Reception of the maximum video frequency requires the use of a receiver that can reProduce

approximately 4.5 mc.

Zg. The polarity of transmission attained under the video-signal standards employed in the United

Stales has ite distinct advantage of making inter{erence much less noticeable

30. Reduction of +he receiver response 50 per cent at the carrier frequency is not necessary in

whole for the next field

T F

receiving today's television picture



ANSWERS TO TEST QUESTIONS

The conect ansrt'ers to the True-False ques-

tions on Lessons I and 2 are listed below. (The
Tnre-False method of testing w:ur purposely
chosen as a speedy and sure way for you to
find out how much you really know by now.)

You will notice that this answer sheet is in-
serted separatety, so that it may either be removed

or left in the book permanently. Thus, you may
otudy tfie text alone and then use the questions

IESSON I
6. Folse
7. True

8. True
9. True

10. True

rEssoN 2

I l. Folse
12. False
13. Fclse
14. True

15. True

16. True
17. True

18. Folse
19. Fclse
20. True

as a self-administered test, rating your owr r€-

sults, directly from this sheet. On the other

hand, if you are using this text in a group, per-

haps in school, the instructor may want to be

more fonnd: remove this answer sheet at the

begiruring of the work, teach you from this couner

administer the test, and give you a numericat

rating on your results.

l. Fclse
2. True

3. Fclse
4. True
5. True

I l. True
12. True
13. Fclse
14. True
15. False

t. True
2. Folse

3. Fqlse
4. True
5. True
6. True

7, True

8. True
9. True

I0. True

21. True

22. True
23. True
24. Folse
25. True
26, Fclse
27. True
28. True
29. True

30. False
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